
74% of executives will buy from the 
company that defines the buying vision.

— Forrester

If your salespeople had thirty seconds to tell an executive something he or she didn’t already know, 
would they know what to say? Would it be provocative enough to make them jump to allocate 
precious budget and resources to your proposed project?

Most B2B messages aren’t compelling enough to get prospects to want to hear more. You need 
new insights to share. A message that sheds light on a new threat to that executive’s survival in a 
rapidly changing environment. A message that pushes them out of their comfort zone. Yet most 
salespeople shy away from bad news, fearing that challenging their buyer’s worldview could harm 
their relationship. They rely on the same old diagnostic questions to get the prospect to offer up 
their business objectives, and then stretch for ways to tie that to your offerings.

• Equip your salesforce with a provocative message that secures the attention of executive- 
level prospects?

• Generate leads that gain momentum through the buying cycle, instead of losing it?
• Position yourself as a strategic partner your customers and prospects can look to for 

guidance on changes in their industries?

• If salespeople struggle to capture your target buyer’s mind-share, they won’t see any reason 
to make your solution a priority.

• Failing to give prospects clear incentive to change how they’re operating today leads to 
stalled deals and a longer buying cycle.

• Dedicating energy to nurturing prospects who didn’t feel an overwhelming urge to buy from 
you in the first place takes your reps away from opportunities with greater potential.

CREATE VALUE MESSAGES WHITEBOARD

Business Challenge

How This Affects You

What if You Could...



• The ability to avoid “no decision” opportunities by helping prospects see the need to 
change and the urgency to do it now.

• A story that drives separation between you and your competitors by emphasizing unique 
value that naturally points to your differentiation.

• Techniques to unstick stalled sales cycles, create more opportunities, and protect your 
pricing and margins. 

Your Create Value Messages Whiteboard is a messaging creation engagement that helps you design 
and build an early-stage executive whiteboard story and a complete set of deliverables to support it.

If... Then...
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What it is

What You Gain

You see sales activities being completed, but not the 
expected increase in “won” business… 

You’re battling against lengthening sales cycles and 
shrinking close rates… 

You need to empower your salesforce to evangelize a new 
perspective, knowing they’ll be rewarded with more qualified 
prospects predisposed to choosing your solution… 

You need a distinct Create Value 
Messages Whiteboard: a field-
tested, executive-level whiteboard 
conversation that breaks down the 
status quo barrier by presenting a 
distinctive problem your prospect 
needs to hear. 

eLearning 
A self-paced online introduction to the Why 
Change Whiteboard concept.

Consulting 
Two day, onsite workshop that helps your 
organization develop its unique  
Why Change story.

Whiteboard Story 
Four assets—storyboard coaching script, 
customer-facing presentation, and sales  
coaching and customer-facing videos—that 
help your sales team deliver your story  
across multiple channels.

Mobile Content  
Deploy your new visual storytelling content 
in a simple selling kit, using a proven 
mobile app to drive efficient field access 
and use.


